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MADE IN JAPAN

Lineup
730ZR  size : 3mm×7mm×3mm
830ZR  size : 3mm×8mm×4mm　

This bearing is for use specially in super-long cast.
The all-round bearing can handle various lure weight from 5g to 50g or more.
The stable rotary performance achieved by highly precise stainless steel brings the growth of comfortable flying distance.

While being reasonable, the cast feeing is much better than ordinary ceramic bearing use.
It is all stainless steel bearing of HEDGEHOG STUDIO's specialty.

The surface of the bearing is open type and the back side is shield type, which improves the maintenance performance.
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0g 10g 20g 30g 40 - 100g

short-range to middle-rangeon
For up to about 1oz weight with ultimate rotation capacity

AIRAIR

short-range to middle-range
specialized for light-weight lure fishing with bait-casting reel 

middle-range to long-range
(exa) For swim bait, spinner bait    Capable of carrying extra-heavy weight lure

antirust-proof against saltwater
(exa) For long casting from shore, jigging from off shore

Q. Is it necessary to clean HEDGEHOG STUDIO bearings before attaching to reel?

A. No, it isn't.
Generally, bearings available on the market for industrial use and hobbies have no good rotation very often, 
because relatively hard grease is often clogged up in the inside of the bearing and some dust get inside of the bearing.

Haven't you purchased the bearing of such low-priced editions, washed the them yourself and used them up to now?
Have you ever experienced to heard some noise or felt some rumbling from bearings after cleaning them thoroughly?
You never get good results no matter how many times it its washed, as long as the accuracy of bearing is bad.

All bearings of HEDGEHOG STUDIO are tuned up and coordinated "Just for fishing reels".
All the bearings are selected one by one by our craftsman's hand after assembly, and only the bearings with excellent rotation performance pass the checks. 
And they are filled up with the "Alchemy Oil" developed only for the bearing, and are shipped. 

Therefore, it is not necessary to clean or to lubricate oil of a different manufacturer since our bearing condition is the highest in performance 
when they arrive to you.
You will be able to get the best performance by just opening the package of bearings and setting them to your reel.

1030ZR  size : 3mm×10mm×4mm
1040ZR  size : 4mm×10mm×4mm

1150ZR  size : 5mm×11mm×4mm



JAN
Retail
Price
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Selling
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Remark Quantity

　"Kattobi" Tuning Bearing Kit  - ZR -　2 bearings a pack  /  Super longcast bearing

1030ZR & 1030ZR  for SHIMANO

（CORE・CHRONARCH・CURADO・CITICA・CAENAN）
（ANTARES・CALCUTTA・ALDEBARAN Mg・Metanium Mg）

4571479440209 24.10 15.99

1030ZR & 730ZZ  for SHIMANO

（CALCUTTA CONQUEST 50/50S）
（ALDEBARAN BFS XG）

4571479440216 24.10 15.99

1030ZR & 830ZR  for DAIWA

（PX68・ALPHAS FINESSE CUSTOM）
（TD ZILLION HLC/PE・Millionaire 凛牙-RINGA- HLC/SSS）

4571479440223 24.10 15.99

1150ZR & 830ZR  for DAIWA

（TD ZILLION・TD-Z・ALPHAS・Millionaire）
（LEXA）

4571479440247 24.10 15.99

1150ZR & 1030ZR  for DAIWA, ABU

（T3・STEEZ・DAIWA Z・RYOGA・AGGREST）
（Revo MGX・LTX・Elite・Premier・IB・SX・MAX Series）

4571479440230 24.10 15.99

1040ZR & 1030ZR  for ABU

（Morrum ZX　IVCB）
（Morrum SX　MAG・ULTRAMAG・S2・S2V・IVCB)

4571479440346 24.10 15.99

1040ZR & 1040ZR  for ABU

（Ambassador 5500C/6500C）
4571479440261 24.10 15.99

1150ZR & 1150ZR  for ABU

（Ambassador 1500C/1600C/2500C/2600C/3500C）
（Morrum SX　Hi-Speed）

4571479440278 24.10 15.99

　"Kattobi" Tuning Bearing Kit  - ZR -　1 bearings a pack  /  Super longcast bearing

SHG-730ZZ  size : 3mm×7mm×3mm 4571479440353 12.05 8.99

SHG-830ZR  size : 3mm×8mm×4mm 4571479440360 12.05 8.99

SHG-1030ZR  size : 3mm×10mm×4mm 4571479440377 12.05 8.99

SHG-1040ZR  size : 4mm×10mm×4mm 4571479440384 12.05 8.99

SHG-1150ZR  size : 5mm×11mm×4mm 4571479440391 12.05 8.99

  Memo

＊Please contact us for wholesale price.　

Item
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